BEST CHARGING CONDITIONS

GREAT

GOOD

NO CHARGE
What we do

Proprietary solar cell technology with unique properties:

- Dimensions
- Shape
- Color
- Texture
- Graphics
- Durability
- Optimization
TEXTURE SAMPLES
TECHNOLOGICAL PLATFORMS

**Powerfoyle™ INDOOR**
Commercially Available 2022

**Powerfoyle™ HYBRID**
Commercial Launch 2021
Announced products

urbanista
adidas zoundindustries
poc
BLUE TIGER
Spåra
WORLD'S FIRST SOLAR POWERED HELMET

CELL INTEGRATION

NO USB CHARGER PORT

ELECTRONICS & SENSORS
Powerfoyle value

FIRST PRODUCT ON THE MARKET

urbanista LOS ANGELES
1999 kr

urbanista MIAMI
1490 kr
Tech experts predict Powerfoyle will become a new standard in the headphone industry.
FUTURE POWERFOYLE™ APPLICATIONS
Applications - Smart Workplace

- Smart Safety Helmet
- Smart Safety Glasses
- Smart Jacket
- Health Band
- Security & Position
- Smart Machine Attachments
- Self Powered Safety Lights
Applications - Smart homes

Clock
Smart curtain
Sensors
Remotes
Night lights
Robotics
Kitchen speaker
Voice assistant
Portable speakers
Chemical sensor
Fire and smoke alarm
Smart locks
E-reader
BUILDING A NEW INDUSTRY
Location:
Downtown, Stockholm

Focus:
Production and
Future strategic research center on industrial scale.
Europe’s largest solar cell factory

**Location:** Stockholm Greater Area

**Focus:** World-Class Production
EXEGER™
Thank you!
Q&A

Contact: info@exeger.com